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Crystal Structure of Bovine Heart Cytochrome c Oxidase
at 2.8 A Resolution
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Thirteen different polypeptide subunits, each in one copy, five phosphatidyl ethanolamines
and three phosphatidyl glycerols, two hemes A, three Cu ions, one Mg ion, and one Zn ion
are detectable in the crystal structure of bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase in the fully oxidized
form at 2.8 A resolution. A propionate of hems a, a peptide unit (–CO–NH–), and an imidazole
bound to CuA are hydrogen-bonded sequentially, giving a facile electron transfer path from
CuA to heme a. The O2 binding and reduction site, heme a3, is 4.7 A apart from CuB. Two
possible proton transfer paths from the matrix side to the cytosolic side are located in subunit
I, including hydrogen bonds and internal cavities likely to contain randomly oriented water
molecules. Neither path includes the O2 reduction site. The O2 reduction site has a proton
transfer path from the matrix side possibly for protons for producing water. The coordination
geometry of CUB and the location of Tyr244 in subunit I at the end of the scalar proton
path suggests a hydroperoxo species as the two electron reduced intermediate in the O2

reduction process.

KEY WORDS: Cytochrome c oxidase; membrane protein; proton pump; O2 reduction; x-ray crystal
structure.

INTRODUCTION

Bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase is the largest
and one of the most extensively investigated terminal
oxidases (Malmstrom, 1990; Calhoun et al., 1994; Fer-
guson-Miller and Babcock, 1996). Before the crystal
structure appeared, 13 different polypeptide subunits
(Kadenbach et al., 1983) and redox-inactive metals,
Mg and Zn besides Fe and Cu (Einarsdottir and
Caughey, 1985; Steffens et al., 1987), had been pro-
posed as the intrinsic constituents of bovine heart
enzyme. A bacterial cytochrome c oxidase preparation
containing only subunits I and II reduces O2 by the
electrons from cytochrome c coupled with proton
pumping (Hendler et al., 1991). Thus, the physiologi-
cal roles of another 11 subunits as well as the two
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redox inactive metals are intriguing subjects to investi-
gate. The crystal structure of eukaryotic cytochrome
c oxidase at atomic resolution is indispensable for
such an investigation, as well as for understanding the
mechanism of redox-coupled proton pumping.

Here we discuss the crystal structure of the oxi-
dized bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase at 2.8 A
resolution and its functional implications.

PROTEIN STRUCTURE

The 13 subunits, each in one copy, are located
in the crystal structure of bovine heart cytochrome c
oxidase as shown in Fig. 1 (Tsukihara et al., 1996).
The enzyme is in a dimer state in this crystal. The
middle portion of the crystal structure is a large bundle
of 28 a-helices, 50 A in length. Thus, the bundle is
assignable to the transmembrane moiety in the mito-
chondrial inner membrane. The CuA site, which con-
tains two copper atoms, is located in an extramembrane
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domain, and identifies the cytosolic side. Thus zinc is
in the extramembrane domain on the matrix side (Fig.
1). The transmembrane helix regions in the largest
three subunits (subunits I, II, and III; encoded by mito-
chondrial genes) were fairly well predicted by the
amino acid sequences (Capaldi, 1990). However, most
of the helix regions in the crystal structure are longer
than predicted (Tsukihara et al., 1996). The prediction
seems much less reliable in the region containing metal
sites. For example, the segment including two histi-
dines bound to CuB, His290, and His291, between helices
VII and VIII, was predicted to be a part of a transmem-
brane a helix region.

POSSIBLE ROLES OF SUBUNITS WHICH
DO NOT CONTAIN REDOX ACTIVE
METALS

The three-dimensional structure suggests some
physiological roles for subunits other than subunits I
and II. Most of the transmembrane helices are placed
not completely perpendicularly to the membrane sur-
face, but at angles of 20° to 35° from the membrane
normal. Any one of a pair of nearest neighbor helices
in our crystal structure crosses with the other in three
types of most stable helix-helix interactions, that is,
with crossing angles of approximately O°, 20°, and
50° (Chotia et al., 1977). These helix-helix contacts
may contribute to the stability of the enzyme. Seven
nuclear-coded subunits, each with a single transmem-
brane a helix, surrounds the largest three core subunits
(subunits I, II, and III) (Fig. 2). Thus, a role of these
nuclear subunits may be to promote the conformational
stability of the core subunits.

The second largest subunit, subunit III, holds a
phosphatidylglycerol and two phosphatidylethanolam-
ine molecules in a large cleft to place the phospholipid
cluster on the entrance of one of the three possible O2

channels to the O2 reduction site in subunit I. Thus,
the phospholipid cluster seems to serve as an O2 pool
for the O2 reduction site. The cleft is covered with the
carboxyl terminal of subunit VIa, possibly to prevent
the phospholipids from dissociating from the cleft. In
the bacterial enzyme which does not contain subunit

VIa, the phospholipids may not be completely trapped
in the cleft so that only one is detectable in the crystal
structure (Iwata et al., 1995).

Subunits VIa and VIb stabilize the dimer state.
The amino terminal moiety in the fully extended con-
formation is in contact with helices VII and VIII of
subunit I of the other monomer (Fig. 1B). The carboxyl
terminal is fixed on subunit III as described above.
Subunit VIb, which does not contain any transmem-
brane helix, is placed near the quasi-two-fold symme-
try axis on the cytosolic surface (Fig. 1B). The segment
between Cys39 and Cys53 is involved in an intermono-
mer contact with the corresponding segment on the
other monomer. These specific contacts suggest a very
stable dimer.

It has long been proposed that cardiolipin is indis-
pensable for the enzymic activity (Robinson, 1982).
Our chemical analysis (unpublished results) indicates
that our crystalline enzyme preparation contains one
equivalent of cardiolipin per monomer. However, no
cardiolipin has been detected in the crystal structure.
The space between the two monomers is large enough
for placing two cardiolipin molecules, though the elec-
tron density distribution in this region is too flat to
detect the phospholipid. The cardiolipins in the inter-
monomer space, even if they are not tightly bound,
could stabilize the dimer state. Once the dimer is mono-
merized, a fairly large conformational change in the
amino terminal moiety of subunit VIa and dissociation
of the phospholipids trapped in the intermonomer
space would occur to obstruct redimerization of the
dissociated monomers. Thus, a dimer–monomer equi-
librium suggested from a hydrodynamic analysis
(Suerez et al., 1984) is unlikely. Bacterial cytochrome
c oxidase, which lacks the subunits corresponding to
the nuclear coded subunits of the bovine heart enzyme,
is in a monomeric state (Ostermeier et al., 1995). Thus,
the dimer is likely to be stabilized by the above nuclear
coded subunits. Kadenbach's group has discovered that
the ATP/ADP ratio affects the efficiency of proton
pumping and they proposed that the nucleotide binding
site is at the amino terminal region of subunit VIa
(Frank and Kadenbach, 1996). Their proposal has been
confirmed by the finding of a possible ADP binding
site at the amino terminal region of subunit VIa in the

Fig. 1. The Ca-backbone trace of bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase. This enzyme is in a dimeric state. Each monomer consists of 13
different subunits. Each subunit is shown in a different color. Hemes a and a3 and two copper atoms of the CuA site are included in red
structures and red balls. (A) A view to the transmembrane surface and (B) a view from the cytosolic side.
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Fig. 2. A stereoscopic drawing of Ca backbone trace for the monomer of bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase.
Core subunits, (subunits I, II, and III) are shown by yellow thin stick models. Nuclear coded subunits with the
same colors as in Fig. 1 surrounds the core subunits.

crystal structure (Tsukihara et al., 1996). The ADP
binding may induce a change in the interaction between
subunit VIa and helices VII and VIII of subunit I. The
change in this interaction could affect the function of
the O2 reduction site, since the loop between helices
VII and VIII contains the two histidines which coordi-
nate CuB. Thus, dimer formation could provide a con-
trol mechanism of the enzymic function.

Subunits VIa and VIb, together with subunit II,
create a concave surface including part of the surface
of subunit I on the cytosolic side (Fig. 2). This concave
surface could accept one molecule of cytochrome c.
On the other hand, a stable 1:1 cytochrome c–cytoch-
rome c oxidase complex has been isolated at low ionic
strength (Ferguson-Miller et al., 1976). However, no
cytochrome c–cytochrome c oxidase crystal has pro-
vided the electron density of cytochrome c. Thus, cyto-
chrome c may not bind uniquely to the enzyme even
in the crystal.

STRUCTURE OF METAL SITES

One of the copper sites, CuA, is identified by its
location in the extramembrane domain of subunit II,
and by the intensity of electron density with clear
anomalous scattering, consistent with that of two cop-
per atoms (Tsukihara et al., 1995). The electron density
distribution suggests two copper atoms bridged by two
sulfur atoms of cysteines to form a square planar struc-
ture. This structure, as well as some EPR results, indi-
cate that the CuA site in its fully oxidized state contains
a delocalized electron between the two Cu atoms. Thus,
CuA site serves as a one-electron reduction site, as in
the case of the 2Fe-2S type iron sulfur center (Antho-
line et al., 1992). This structure confirms the results
of metal analysis, 2Fe/3Cu, by Buse's group (Steffens
et al., 1987).

Coordinations of the other three redox active
metal sites in the crystal structure are consistent with
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Fig. 3. Hydrogen bond network between CuA and hemes a and a3. Amino acids Arg439, Arg438, and His368 belong
to subunit I. The other ammo acids belong to subunit II. Red models with and without a small ball are hemes a3

and a, respectively. Dotted lines and broken lines denote hydrogen bonds and coordination bonds, respectively. CuA

site consists of two copper atoms (two blue balls) and six amino acids of subunit II.

the predictions by mutagenesis analysis (Hosler et al.,
1993; Trumpower and Gennis, 1994). Heme a is coor-
dinated by His61 and His378, heme a3 by His376, and
CuB by His290, His291, and His240. Three metal atoms,
Fea, Fea3, and CuB, are essentially on a straight line
parallel to the membrane surface. The two heme planes
are essentially perpendicular to the membrane plane.
The crystal structure uniquely provides the following
information on the metal site structures: the distances
between the metal sites, 14 A between Fea and Fea3,
22 A between Fea3 and CuA, and 19 A between CuA

and Fea; the angle of 104° between the two heme
planes; positioning of hemes (i.e., the hydroxyethyl
farnesyl groups and the vinyl groups of both hemes
extend toward the matrix side, while the propionates
extend toward the cytosolic side), and conformation
of the hydroxyethyl farnesyl groups (i.e., essentially
fully extended in heme a and U-shaped in heme a3).
The distance between Fea3 and CuB is 4.7 A, and CuB

is 1.0 A displaced from the heme normal of Fea3. Tyr244

is not bound to CuB contrary to the conclusion from
mutagenesis work (Hosler et al., 1993; Trumpower
and Gennis, 1994). No amino acid nor a heavy atom
like sulfur or chloride is detectable in the O2 reduction
site (Tsukihara et al., 1995). However, it is impossible
for the electron density at 2.8 A to disprove the pres-
ence of small atoms like oxygen or nitrogen between
Fea3 and CuB, which both have extremely high elec-
tron density.

ELECTRON TRANSFER PATHS

A hydrogen bond network between the CuA site
and heme a, which includes His204 of subunit II, one
of the CuA ligands, a peptide bond between Arg438 and
Arg439 of subunit I, and one of the propionates of heme
a (Fig. 3), could provide a facile electron transfer path
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(Tsukihara et al., 1996). On the other hand, the CuA

site is connected by Glu198 of subunit II to the Mg2+

site. The peptide carbonyl of Glu198 coordinates one
copper ion in the CuA site while its carboxyl group is
one of the ligands of Mg2+. Another ligand of Mg2+,
an imidazole of His368 of subunit I, forms a hydrogen-
bond with one of the propionates of heme a3. The
network from CuA to Fea3 can be a facile electron
transfer path from CuA directly to Fea3. However,
kinetic investigation of internal electron transfer has
established that electron transfer from CuA to heme a3

occurs via heme a, without any direct electron transfer
from CuA to heme a3 (Hill, 1994). Considering the
experimental accuracy of the kinetic measurement, the
direct electron transfer, if any, should be two orders
of magnitude slower than that from CuA to heme a.
The longer distance between CuA and heme a3 (22 A)
than between CuA and heme a (19 A) could reasonably
provide such a difference in the electron transfer rate
(see also Regan et al., this volume).

Electron transfer between two redox active sites
in the protein does not necessarily occur through a
single electron transfer path. For example, heme a
could be reduced by two electron transfer processes,
namely, through a CuA–heme a path and through a
CuA–heme a3–heme a path. The redox change in each
metal, not the way of transferring electrons, is physio-
logically relevant. However, what is the point of setting
up two electron transfer paths between CuA and heme
a3? Furthermore, why is such a large prosthetic group
as heme a needed for this enzyme? The roles of CuA

and heme a3 are obvious, as the direct electron acceptor
from cytochrome c and O2 binding, respectively. All
enzymes in the terminal oxidase superfamily have a
heme besides the O2 binding heme (Calhoun et al.,
1994). The direct electron transfer path from CuA to
heme a3 would be enough for transferring electrons to
the O2 reduction site. The role of heme a may be
the biggest mystery in the structure and function of
cytochrome c oxidase.

O2 REDUCTION MECHANISM

It has been well accepted that CuB, placed near
the O2 binding heme a3, is the second electron donor
for the two-electron reduction of O2 to the peroxide
level (O2

2–) (Caughey et al., 1976). As in the case of
many metalloproteins, the conformation of metal sites
in cytochrome c oxidase is unlikely to be influenced
by the redox state. Thus, the conformation of the O2

reduction site in the fully oxidized state suggests that
O2 is bridged between Fea3

2+ and CuB
1+ in the oxygenated

form of cytochrome c oxidase. Then, the two-electron
reduction of the bound O2 is rate-limited by the electron
transfer through one or both of the coordination bonds
between the two metals and the O2. In other words,
the lifetime of the oxygenated form could be as short
as a picosecond. However, resonance Raman results
from three groups (Han et al., 1990a; Ogura et al.,
1991, 1993; Varotsis et al., 1993) indicate that the half-
lifetime is about 0.1 msec. This result indicates a strong
control mechanism for electron transfer to the bound
O2.

In the fully oxidized state, CuB
2+ has only three

histidine ligands. The three nitrogen atoms which
coordinate CuB

2+ form a triangle with Fea3
3+ on the trian-

gle plane. The conformation of the CuB site in the fully
reduced state is likely to be essentially identical to the
one in the fully oxidized state. Such a triangular planar
Cu1+ compound is usually extremely stable (Cotton
and Wilkinson, 1980). In other words, CuB

1+ may be
a poor electron donor. Also it does not readily accept
any extra ligand. On the other hand, Tyr244 is located
so close to Fea3 that the distal side of O2 bound to Fea3

could form a hydrogen bond to the tyrosine-OH group.
As described below, Tyr244 is connected to Lys265,
which is exposed to bulk water on the matrix side with
a hydrogen bond network (Tsukihara et al., 1996).
Thus, Tyr244 can take up protons from the matrix side.
Thus, this network could serve as a scalar proton trans-
fer path.

Heme a is located close to heme a3. The shortest
distance between the two hemes is about 4 A (Tsuki-
hara et al., 1995). The fifth ligand of heme a3 is only
one amino acid residue apart from one of the ligands
of heme a in the amino acid sequence. Both features
suggest facile electron transfer from heme a to heme
a3. Actually, resonance Raman evidence (Han et al.,
1990b), as well as a recent report on the absorption
spectral change (Verkhovsky et al., 1994), indicate that
O2 reduction is rate-limited by oxidation of heme a.
Then, the second electron to produce peroxide could
be from heme a and not from CuB.

Furthermore, the possible coordination structure
of CuB

1+ described above suggests that CuB
1+ does not

readily coordinate the distal oxygen atom of O2 bound
at Fea3. In other words, O2 bound at Fea3

2+ is likely to
be more stable when hydrogen-bonded to Tyr244 than
when bridged between Fea3 and CuB. Then, O2 bound
at Fea3, when hydrogen bonded with Tyr244, is reduced
to peroxide by the two electrons from hemes a and
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a3. The rate of O2 reduction by this process could be
consistent with the lifetime of the oxygenated form
determined by resonance Raman spectroscopy. The
hydroperoxo intermediate, Fea3

3+–O–O–H, is likely to
be too unstable, especially in the presence of a proton
donor (i.e., Tyr244), to detect during the enzymic
reaction.

POSSIBLE PROTON TRANSFER PATHS

This enzyme has to transfer protons through the
hydrophobic protein moiety for the two purposes, for
making waters and for pumping protons from the
matrix side to the cytosolic side. Possible pathways of
proton transfer in the hydrophobic moiety of the pro-
tein are hydrogen bonds formed between amino acid
side chains, fixed waters, and other constituents. The
crystal structure shows many fairly large cavities with-
out any electron density. Randomly oriented or mobile
waters which can transfer protons are likely to be in
these spaces. In some points in the transmembrane
domain of the enzyme, a pair of hydrogen bond-form-
ing amino acids are placed too far apart from each
other to form a hydrogen bond, but it has small spaces
to allow conformational changes in the side chains
without any movement of the peptide backbone to
create a new hydrogen bond. A possible hydrogen bond
structure in this paper denotes such an arrangement
of a pair of amino acids. Such a conformational change
could be induced by changes in redox or ligand binding
states in the metal sites.

Careful examination of the crystal structure has
identified three hydrogen bond networks which
involve the above three kinds of structures (Tsukihara
et al., 1996). Each network contains at least one possi-
ble hydrogen bond structure. In other words, each
network has at least one disconnection point. For pro-
ton pumping, at any stable oxidation state or ligand
binding state, the hydrogen bond network has to be
disconnected at a certain point. The proton gradient
would be discharged through a hydrogen bond network
without interruption.

One of the networks connects Lys265 at the matrix
surface to Tyr244 at the O2 reduction site. Thus, it could
be a channel for scalar protons (protons for making
water). The presence of a possible hydrogen bond
structure in the network indicates that the scalar proton
transfer is also tightly controlled by the O2 reduction
process. The other two networks in subunit I are
extended from the matrix side to the cytosolic side

without direct involvement of any redox metal center.
One of these is located between helices II and IV, and
the other between helices XI and XII. It should be
noted that if a large conformational change involving
the peptide backbone is induced by change in the redox
state, networks other than the above three may be
identified. Furthermore, for elucidation of the mecha-
nism of unidirectional transport of protons, it is indis-
pensable to detect the redox-coupled conformational
changes which induce pK and accessibility changes of
a protonatable group. Studies are now under way for
solving the structure of the fully reduced form of the
enzymes at high resolution.

Recently the CuB site has been proposed as the
site for coupling proton pumping with O2 reduction
(Wikstrom et al., 1994; see also Wikstrom et al., this
volume). One of the key structures for this coupling
mechanism (histidine cycle) is the mobility of one of
the histidines coordinated to CuB depending on the
oxidation and ligand binding states of the O2 reduction
site. Mobility of a histidine imidazole has been pro-
posed from the crystal structure of bacterial cyto-
chrome oxidase in the azide-bound fully oxidized state
(Iwata et al., 1995). The histidine imidazole at the
pumping site has to have a structure which keeps the
protons on the imidazole completely away from the
O2 reduction intermediate bound at Fea3, since, other-
wise, the protons to be pumped will be trapped by the
intermediate and will be incorporated into H2O, as
has been suggested (Williams, 1995, Wikstrom et al.,
1994). The high affinity of the O2 reduction intermedi-
ates to protons requires an extremely effective proton
insulation. However, no such structure is detectable in
the O2 reduction site of bovine heart cytochrome c
oxidase (Tsukihara et al., 1995).
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